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In search of idiosyncratic artists
Being one of the oldest Belgian non-profit organisations in promoting young artists as a social purpose, I’m proud to present
the catalogue of the fourth Masters Salon. With this event we
annually organise a forum for new masters in painting out of a
lot of European academies of fine arts. In this context we contacted several academies to participate. On our request the
academies of Antwerp, Berlin, Bruxelles, Cobenhavn, Den Haag,
Gent, Helsinki, Liège, Madrid, Roma and Stockholm nominated
their four best 2017 graduated painters to join this event. Each
of the 39 nominated masters submitted two paintings which all
are exhibited in this exposition. The catalogue contains the curriculum of all participating masters and an image of all paintings
sent in. In this way the catalogue is somehow an encyclopaedia
of the newly formed painters in Europe. Every academy has a
double page presenting their pedagogical project.
Additional to the exhibition an international jury pointed out a
winner, the best graduated master painting in Europe. This winning painting will be purchased by our society.
The expo of this event is held from October 20 till November
3, 2017 in the “Lange Zaal” of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts
Antwerp.
These young people are making art in a disturbed historical
period of shifting employment, changing social situations and
political instability. In a time set where market mechanisms are
ruling-out democratic political systems the fear exists it will generate ruthless individuals losing perspective on a prosperous
future. Biogenetic research limits regularisation and patents in
the West falling in the hands of autocratic systems elsewhere
9

in the multi-polarized world. How many years are we removed from the point where the homo sapiens will be replaced
by the ‘homo deus’? This turbulent era (and I do not want to
speak of the 21st century because exponential acceleration of
knowledge generates an uncluttered number of opportunities
and challenges with effects only measurable in decades or in
even smaller time lengths) obstructs power to individuals. All
imminent innovations are developing in a sort of turbo modus.
Where, in this context, are the new born artists we exhibit in this
Masters Salon situated? Are they indeed powerless? To which
degree are they contaminated by the fear of an uncertain future? And do they show this agony of a generation in their works?
In my opinion art, in its contemporary form, cannot compete in
terms of relevancy in any Darwinian meaning with today’s, future directed, technology. Does this make art meaningless? Does
this make art a relevant superfluity? Possibly art will be put in the
entertainment niche, which obviously is on an emotional level
strongly connected to the quality of life. Yet, in a sociological
way it is also linked on an inferior level to its former, more politically active position (for instance Picasso’s painting ‘Guernica’).
This brings us to questions concerning the way in which to educate young people becoming artists. As we do not know what
the future will bring, can we provide them with the education
needed to stand firm in that future to come? This is a merely
Western problem as its society is based on active citizenship
where the artist has a position in a continuous game of action
and reaction. Autocratic nations do not need opposition or new
ideas as they dislike individual thinking. No doubt globalisation
went (too) fast and made of “rogue” states new powers that
consider us as old fashioned humanists finally to be outnumbered in the new multi-polarized world order.
As we consider our citizens as equal but with a formal unique
personality, the education we have to give our students in art
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is obvious. But even as we place them as world citizens in the
globalised world we still have to guide them in their uniqueness
simply because we have to fanatically protect our humanistic
values.
Art market specialists stress the fact that the global art market
also changes rapidly. They notice an enormous number, mostly
Asian, new billionaires joining in yearly the already existing quantity of the superrich. These groups aim at the highest financial
artefacts condemning paintings with a value less than €100.000
to an almost unsaleable status. Also this is a reality in which new
masters have to survive. Last century art became business but
now it has turned out to be big business. I don’t think academies
of fine arts have to try to create the new Picassos or Rothkos.
Instead they have to nourish and support the creative competence and the idiosyncratic character of the students. Standing
at the side line I would say: if the art market needs a new star it
will definitely create one.
The paintings received in the Masters Salon 2017 are such a heterogenic collection that my search for idiosyncratic painters is
fully fed. The variety in the shown pictures is equal to the number of participants. In my opinion it reflects the high mass of
democracy. Everyone tells his story, his emotion, his message
in his personal language and adds it to the already existing collection of our culture. By adding these new artefacts our culture
enriches in strength and size. This act could also be a metaphor
for the strength of our inclusive society.
Some of these paintings will become art gadgets of the superrich, others might finally become master pieces in prominent
museums. Each of the participating masters has reached the
point at which they can start a collection in terms of content,
communication and aesthetics. Nothing prevents them from
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developing further, like all generations before did, in interaction
with shifting accents in society. In this perspective our association intends to develop a website on which our public can follow
all the presented artists in their future actions.
I wish all participating artists a brilliant future.
Bart’d Eyckermans
President of KoMASK
September 2017.
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Koninklijke Academie
voor Schone Kunsten
Antwerpen
Mariana Murta
Victoria Parvanova
Greg Van Staey
Dazhuo Wang

In our Fine Arts programme, the painting studio’s curriculum
balances between literacy and a personal artistic experience.
Taken in to consideration the rich tradition of painting and its
impressive evolution, our students are invited to develop their
own imagery. During the first two years the studio practice is
focused on observation (still life, model, portrait, landscape).
This approach ensures the necessary points of departure with
contemporary and classic masters. This creates a referential
framework from which the student further explores, articulates
and refines his/her visual language on a step by step basis.
The sociological context in which contemporary art is created
is another important point of particular interest. The avalanche
of images has to be critically reviewed, filtered (re) shaped to a
relevant format. Once this process is successful, the images can
be translated into paintings. The student’s degree project has
to articulate a personal artistic approach. The painting studio
is the central laboratory in which this process unfolds. With an
abundance of Northern light, our spacious studio’s are an ideal
biotope to work in.

The lecturers of the painting department
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Mariana Murta
° 1991
Portugal
marianalgmurta@gmail.com

education
2016 - 2017

Royal academy of fine arts Antwerp, Master in Painting

2013 - 2014

ArtEZ hogeschool voor de kunsten, The Netherlands, Bachelor Fine Arts

2010 - 2013

University of Évora, Portugal Bachelor of Fine Arts

exhibitions
2017		

Graduation exhibition

		

Boogie woogie wonderland at the royal academy of fine arts Antwerp

		

SAP at the royal academy of fine arts Antwerp

2016		

GeSicht at plan d gallery, Dusseldorf, Germany

		

Omber,Odradek & Octaeder at D’Apostrof , Meigem, Belgium

2015 - 2016

Wintersalon, Art at Nuyens, Arnhem The Netherlands

publications

2014		

Mister Motley, Eindexpo, Arnhem en Zwolle, Sascia Voz July 2014

		

Metropolis M, ArtEZ Arnhem / Enschede / Zwolle Graduation Shows, Floor van Luijk, July ‘14

		

Lost Painters, Eind Examen Expositie ,Niek Hendrix, ArtEZ Arnhem,

		

Witteveen visual art centre magazine, July 2014
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Most of my paintings are role playing self portraits,
my way of positioning myself in the world, to
translate into paint the absurdity of the expectations, stereotypes and different social masks that I
feel pressured to wear when I try to communicate
with others.
Themes of dissociation and displacement with
one’s self are constantly prevalent in my work. I try
to explore the links between consumerism and
identity. I use childhood photographs, memories,
adds and pop culture references as sources of inspiration to create unconventional self-portraits.
Bright and unnatural colors ,based on advertisements, deformed generic faces are recurring elements in my work, that give an impression of an
uncanny and dream-like second reality.
Most of my paintings, I see them as self-portraits
even when I’m technically painting someone else.
I can not stop myself from role playing and questioning how a certain image influences me. I make
a “mental collage” between me and my perceived
gaze of the “other”.
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Twins, Me and Claudia
Oil paint
170 x 140 cm

English Pub
Oil paint
130 x 110 cm
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Victoria Parvanova
° 1993
Bulgaria
vikiparvanova@abv.bg

‘...for compleat beauty is never found in a single body, but it is a rarity, distributed in many bodies.’
Leon Battista Alberty, On painting

education
2016 - 2017

Royal academy of fine arts Antwerp, Master in Painting

2013 - 2016

Bachelor in Fine Arts, Painting, Royal Academy of Fine Art Antwerp

2008 - 2012

Fashion Design, Vocational High School of Clothing and Design Princess Maria Luisa

exhibitions
2017		

Graduation exhibition

2016		

Etage 22, Antwerp Tower, Antwerp

prizes

2017		

Prijs van de Academie voor Schilderkunst
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Reality dissatisfies me. I search for the absolute and ideal, trying to create visual expression of the good, beautiful, perfect and clean world I dream of. To ease the pain of existence. Perfection is something not achievable
in things that exist, it can only be an idea, but it is very human to reach for it. The persistence we seek it with,
in-spite of the inevitable failure, is to me very touching. I extract only the beauty from everything I take as a
subject, filtering the ugliness to allow in my world only splendour and perfection. Beauty is not only a quality
I want my paintings to have, it is a theme in my work. Beauty is very important because it is illustration of
goodness and inspires love.
‘’When you suddenly see a body part where, at until that moment, an embodied person had been standing.
It is as though the body has, in that instant, become opaque. The free being has disappeared behind his own
flesh, which is no longer the person himself but an object, an instrument. When this eclipse of the person by
his body is deliberately produced, we talk of obscenity. The obscene gesture is one that puts the body on
display as pure body, so destroying the experience of embodiment.’’
Roger Scruton, Beauty, A Very Short Introduction
Michael Jackson and Judy Garland are some of the most extreme examples of child stars used by the industry
and consumed by the public, until they were physically and mentally worn out. They were addicted to the
love of the audience and they were suffocated and destroyed by it. The love of the audience is the kind of
love that wants to take, not to give, the audience wants to consume, to posses. The desire for possession is
so strong, so impossible to fulfill that it awakens an impulse for to destroy the unobtainable object of desire.
Psychopath Jeffrey Dahmer after killing and sexually assaulting his victims, used to dismember their bodies
and to preserve parts of them, most often the head, the genitals and the heart. He sometimes went to work
carrying the head of his victim in a box, locking it in his locker and than taking it back home after his shift is
over. Sometimes he would eat parts of their bodies, he was trying to keep them next to him forever, to make
them a part of him. Trying to take away the constant pain of the existential loneliness. The dirty secret is – we
like to be objectified. To be wanted, used, possessed is a big turn on.
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Christo
Gouache and oil paint on mdf panel
110 x 80 cm

Felix
Gouache and oil paint on mdf panel
40 x 30,5 cm
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Greg Van Staey
° 1994
Belgium
Gregvanstaey@hotmail.com

education
2016 - 2017

Royal academy of fine arts Antwerp, Master in Painting

exhibitions
2017		

Graduation exhibition

		

SAP at the royal academy of fine arts Antwerp

2015		

Bachelor expo 2015 bourlaschool royal academy of fine arts Antwerp
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My mind is focused on social and environmental
issues. However, these themes are not the essence of the artwork. The focus is on translating of an
idea into a visual work. From a personal concern,
I register these subjects and I use them as a starting point, but not as a final end result for my practice. Those concerns about these subjects mean a
motive for me to process thoughts within the painting, but it is not necessary criticism or a provocation. These are records of current topics in our
society that we can hardly ignore. With my works
I do not want to suggest these subjects in direct
ways, but also make space for a own interpretation. The artworks are next to a visual exercise, a
thinking exercise for both the viewer and myself.
By abstracting and striving for alienation, I push
the works at a stage that is on the edge of something recognizable or just unrecognizable, giving
the paintings a multi-interpretable meaning.
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Caught in the dark
Oil on canvas
175 x 175 cm

Anti-erosion
Oil on canvas
200 x 160 cm
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Dazhuo Wang
° 1988
China
wwangdazhuo@yahoo.com

education
2016 - 2017

Royal academy of fine arts Antwerp, Master in Painting

exhibitions
2017		

Graduation exhibition

2015		

“Trip of Eyes” the landscape exhibition of Dazhuo Wang, Dalian, China

2014		

“Different Sceneries” the landscape exhibition of Dazhuo Wang, Enschede, Netherlands

2013		

“RELATIONSHIP” the portrait exhibition of Dazhuo Wang, Dalian China

2011		

“The Age Without Believes” the solo exhibition of Dazhuo Wang oil painting, Dalian, Chian

2011		

“On the Road” the solo exhibition of Dazhuo Wang oil painting, Tianjin, China

My art is based on human vision experience to
switch, and I am looking for some relationship between human and animal. Hope to give people
some new visual experiences and thinking spaces,
and It will have more intense and symbolic meaning, I think they were masked and contradictory,
being quite charming as well as remote in my eyes.

‘I like to live in different cultural worlds that can give me various experiences’
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Circle
Oil on paper
300 x 230 cm

Under the water
Oil on paper
300 x 220 cm
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Fine Arts / Painting

Weißensee Kunsthochschule
Berlin
Julian Künert
Marta Vovk

Painting is a method of visualization that results in a statement:
the image. The painting process is one in which the artist attempts to express his or her experiences and thoughts as a subjective version of reality.
After attending the first-year foundation course in art and design, students focus on exploring the dialectical relationship
between object, reproduction and image. This exploration is
based on the understanding of drawing as a way of describing,
and therefore recognizing.
From the start, independent work is both expected and encouraged, and its significance increases with each semester of
study. The teachers’ role is to strengthen this independence, to
point out thematic and artistic contextualizations in contemporary painting, and to offer their own artistic insights as a sounding board for students’ ideas.
The thesis project is the student’s first fully independent work.
It is based on a self-chosen assignment and covers the entire
spectrum of theoretical knowledge and practical skills taught
during the course.
Applicants to the Fine Arts / Painting course must demonstrate
particular artistic aptitude. An accepted qualification for university entrance is preferred. Artistic aptitude will be tested in an
examination.
Length of program: ten semesters
After successful graduation is awarded the academic title
“Diplom für Freie Kunst”/”Diploma degree of Fine Arts” and
though being a first degree the diploma is equivalent to a
Master Degree. Qualified students may extend their studies in a
two-semester Master Class.
Teachers
35

Julian Künert
° 1991
Germany
julian.kuenert@hotmail.de

education
2012 - 2017

Master in Fine Arts/Painting at Kunsthochschule Berlin-Weißensee

exhibitions
2017		

Bitte, bitte, bitte – graduation exhibition, SEZ, Berlin DE Education

		

H², SEZ, Berlin DE

2016		

Kaputt ist nicht genug, Laden für Nichts, Leipzig DE

		

Under my Thumb, Neu West Berlin, Berlin DE

2015		

Cirrus & Cappillatus, Haus des Rundfunks, Berlin DE
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I´m interested in the deficiency of painting. I mistrust painting. I doubt painting, in any significant content it´s
supposed to transport and any dignity it´s connected with. I´m sceptical about the myth of a painter being a
lonley, honorable, etc. genius. The historic discourse on painting configurated it to show things it didn´t show.
It distinguished itself in empty promises: Utopia, expressions of unspoiled human souls, individuality, reality
or authenticity. It served and serves as escapistic ornamentation or bonny decoration. As an artefact, said
to be subcultural, political or sozio-critical - a materialized bohemian or punk over the sofa for them who live
streamlined lives and can afford to buy a thing that´s associated with what they are missing. Or painting just
showed the boring fact, that it´s just a coloured thing, free of illusions. Jah. So, to me painting seems to be an
insuficient fetish, you can´t take serious. So I´m trying to parody the claims painting is connected to, travesty
the mystic artist, make it unsightly, simply make fun of it. Therefor I quote from meaningless “popcultural
rubbish“, kitsch and trash (adventure – or horrormovies, fairytales, dinosaurs, etc.), decoration, Ismen and
Genres from Painting history and bring it all together. I exaggerate expressive gestures, focus on banalities
or ironize the pathetic formular of the mourning human being or the suffering painter. This I did for example
with a jesus-like, photoshop-stretched crocodile mounted on a “double-bared“ cross, wearing a crocodile´s
mask. Or I painted a crooked Bauhaus-formation infront of transparent “rainbow-gestures“, a shitted, purple
eagle infront of a cowboy-spurs-bedecked wallpaper or simply an empty shelf. Hence I do painting about
painting and further the content is absurdity and pointlessness itself. This started at the latest 40 years ago
with „junge, wilde Malerei“, so sometimes I have the feeling that it´s „tote Säue treten“ (a german phrase for
doing something useless or already done),which means kicking dead sows, what I´m doing. But maybe I can
kick the sows harder, so they grunt once more.
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Fleißig, phantasievoll und sagt allen was er denkt
Oil, lacquer, spraypaint
200 x 270 cm
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Als die Indianer das erste mal ein Pferd sahen, dachten sie ja schließlich auch es sei ein großer Hund
Oil and watercolou
300 x 220 cm
39

Marta Vovk
° 1989
German
MartaAparta@gmail.com

education
2017		

Master in Fine Arts / KHB Weißensee University of Art, Berlin

2017		

Meisterschülerin / Prof. Friederike Feldmann

2011 - 2017

Studies in Fine Art / class of Friederike Feldmann, KHB Weißensee University of Art, Berlin

2015		

Semester abroad / class of Daniel Richter, Academy of Fine Arts Vienna, Vienna

2009 - 2011

Studies in german philology and art history, University Bremen, Bremen

Marta Vovk certainly wants to aim at many things in her work, but above all,
there are more things that she does not want to achieve:
Here is a list of personal Don’ts:
1. to do something unmistakably and seminally new
2. to solve a “problem”
3. to find an obvious, distinctive style
4. to encourage people to think more and/or feel more since Marta Vovk does not want to resuscitate anyone
or anything.
Marta Vovk believes that these allegedly good causes or artistic self-understandings are nothing but hollow
phrases and affirmative marketing strategies. She does not want to paint column-like, pseudo-political visual
messages that imply a position of: that’s what I like, that’s what I dislike. If that was the case, Marta Vovk would
write column-like, pseudo-political messages. She clearly distances herself from allegations that define her as
such. Also, she will immediately vilify those that illegitimately discredit her. Marta Vovk wants to make advertising
- for nothing and nobody - but in its most banal, cheapest and saddest form. Marta Vovk disputes all parallels
to a type of omnipresent media-artists and will always withdraw from any form of repugnance. This piece at
hand, after all, does not intend to provoke through an imposed and half-witty “rebel without a cause” attitude.
However, this form of writing is seen as a opportunity to verbalize and articulate her motivations and desires.

Zöliakie
Acrylic and spraypaint on canvas
465 x 165 cm (3 canvases: each 165 x 155 cm
41

Painting and its challenges
The painting studio of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts of the city of Brussels is committed to the challenges
and opportunities of practicing, exploring and expanding art, by use of the actual pictorial medium as by its
possible mutations.

Académie Royale
des Beaux-arts de Bruxelles
Florine Dain
Charlotte Flamand
Carole Mousset
Sophie Vendryes

The department painting
The painting studio is a place of formation, production and research. A place of exchange, experiments and
reflection. It is a laboratory where each develops a personal approach, a survey built by dynamics of intense
and regular work. It welcomes about 35 bachelor and 30 master students. The recently renovated studio is a
very beautiful space of more than 500 square metre in which the students of all academic years collaborate.
The instruction has attention for the particular practice of each student as well as for mutual enrichment. The
process of painting at the RAFAB-CoA is set up as a funnel. In the first years the students are listed mainly in
this discipline, the process thereafter foresees an opening towards other practices, disciplines or media. The
artistic practice is also substantiated by a pole of supporting theoretical instruction which aims to bring the
students to connect sense and practice increasingly.
With or without brush
In view of the developments in art of the last decades it is clear beyond doubt that the pictorial practice has
enriched itself with other current, more recently developed media. Far from seeing painting mainly practiced
with brushes and pigments on a support, all current artistic forms of art are considered as fields of research of
present day painting. All pictorial practices are considered. Practices that give shape to a particular thought,
a bond with the world, with time, with existence and society.
The curious and passionate student devotes his or her research to questioning painting, the sense of it, its
function, its theoretical implications, not fearing to claim the use of miscellaneous artistical languages. Those
languages which are assigned to the visual arts.
Daphné de Hemptinne,
Director RAFAB-CoA
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Florine Dain
° 1994
Belgium
florinedain@outlook.be

education
2015 - 2017

Master Fine arts Painting | Royal Academy of Fine Arts Brussels

2015		

Erasmus at Listaháskóli Íslands during the first semester

2012 - 2015

Bachelor Fine arts Painting | Royal Academy of Fine Arts Brussels

exhibitions
2017		

“First Layer” final exhibition at the 34zero studios, Jette, Brussels

		

“Moliere Project” collective exhibition at lycée molière, Ixelles, Brussels

		

“Outremer” solo exhibition at the Gery art gallery, Galeries Rivoli, Brussels

2016		

Internship with Antonio Nardone, on the occasion of the 5th edition of the fair: the dynasty,

		

Mont des Arts, Brussels

		

“Libres artistes” exhibition at the Saint-Bernard space, Brussels

2015		

Collective exhibition: Kling & Bang gallery, Reykjavik Island
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The painting. It allows me to be able to take a look
at things, to interpret them by granting me the
time to abandon myself to a practice and a singular discipline.
As the testimony of an experience, I paint from
documents very often that I use as a medium to
place first lines of composition only.
Then my work is elaborated with my sensations
and my feelings. So that I modify the first image.
I do not concentrate on one subject, they are multiple and variable.
However, the notion of travel is very present in
my work, from distant lands situated beyond the
sea, rock masses, textures and materials through
etching among others but also with blue pigment,
especially in painting.
The cyclic movement of one to go and of return
like a breath, which I’m exploring unpretentious.
The place questioning the notion of time and
space suggested in my paintings tries to move
closer to the nature of the man.
Himself fascinated by his environment, he forges
links between the earth and the heavenly world.
Between both, a horizon takes shape.
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Icelandic Sea
Oil on canvas
260 x 120 cm ‘Triptych’

The red jacket
Oil on wood
22,5 x 22,2 cm
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Charlotte Flamand
° 1991
France
charlotte.flamand@hotmail.fr
Charlotte Flamand is interested in the relationship
between the act of seeing and loss. From the images she selects she takes what she calls ‘knots’,
points, encounters, clashes. These include the
correspondence between two faces, the connection between two shadows, or the curve of a fold.

education
2012 - 2017

ARBA-ESA, Master of Fine Arts Painting

2010 - 2012

BRASSART, France

exhibitions
2017		

Des figurations Actes 03, Jean et Irène Rancy price, group exhibition, MILL, La Louvière

		

How I improved my winter in Brussels ? group exhibition, Workspace Brussels, Halle St Géry

		

Godecharle, group exhibition, ARBA-ESA, Bruxelles

		

Face, Figure, group exhibition, Galerie Détour, Jambes

2016		

Hamesse, group exhibition, Maison du Peuple, Brussels

		

Hithertho Strangers, group exhibition, HFBK, Dresden

		

Master Degree, group exhibition, HFBK, Dresden

2015		

White cube ? workshop with Emilio Lopez-Menchero, ARBA- ESA, Brussels

		

Virginia Woolf, exhibition group, Eté 78, Brussels

prizes
2017		

Selected at the Jean et Irène Rancy prize

		

Winner of the Godecharle Prize

2015		

Winner of the Printed Images Prize of the Royal Academy of Arts and Letters, Brussels, 2015
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Sometimes it is a detail, sometimes a reframing; a
hand brushing a point of light, the clarity of a cry
or the crown of a tree.
Through this she questions the places in which a
gap is instituted in representation. Those places
correspond to notions such as opening, hole or
interval. Hence they can be considered as dispositifs for seeing, working according to their own law,
that of loss, but also recalling that initial cutting,
that which makes the painting.
Montage also plays an important part, owing to
its intimate connection with cutting. This is a also
a way of bringing about a movement. That very
movement of the eyes which goes to make up a
gaze; an intentional cutting which is a matter of
forcing, of breaking in.
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La fille qui regarde
Oil on canvas
80 x 100 cm

Tracé
Oil on canvas
32 x 46 cm
50
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Carole Mousset
° 1994
France
carolemousset@gmail.com

education
2017		

Master Degree with honors in Arba-Esa, Brussels, BE

2015		

Bachelor Degree with honors in ESBA, Nantes Métropole, FR

exhibitions and publications
2017		

Tradition Does Graduate #2, Arba-Esa, Brussels, BE

		

Publication in R.U.S.E. Magazine, published in Paris, FR

		

Mythologie.s, LaVallée, Brussels, BE

		

Publication in Typolo 2#, fanzine published in Nantes, FR

		

First Layer, Atelier 34zero Muzeum, Brussels, BE

		

The Corners Project, Arba-Esa, Brussels, BE

		

Moliere Project - First edition, Lycée Molière, Brussels, BE

2016		

VIème Science, Boulevard Stalingrad, Brussels, BE

		

Made in Brussels - Pop-up Gallery, Halles Saint Géry, Brussels, BE

2015		

Petits Formats, Avenue du Général Leclerc, Paris, FR

2014		

#439 Play Your Part, La Matrice, Paris, FR

intrerships
2015 - 2016

Artist’s assistant to Aline Bouvy for her solo show Urine Mate,

		

Albert Baronian Gallery, Brussels, BE

2013		

Artist’s assistant to Marielle Chabal for her solo show BLINDUSX, Paradise Gallery, Nantes, FR
52

This work questions the ambivalence between attraction and revulsion regarding the feeling of disgust. The matter that provokes this kind of feeling
can be found in every natures, the animal one as
the vegetal one.
Inspiring myself with a large visual spectrum
from the internet, medical images, and movie’s
screenshots, I consider the act of painting as putting filters which interrogate the status of that
kind of images and reinforces the links that can be
made between them.
There is an abstraction process between the very
beginning and the time the painting’s done, which
makes the viewer wondering about his own relationship with abjection and body’s interiority, and
the links that exist between artificial and natural
matters.
Many associations can be made. Between softness and toxicity, clinical aesthetic and stain…
This work can be received as a texture’s atlas where brightness is treated as this kind of vision that
fascinates without knowing why, and which tries to
awake other senses than only sight.
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Chromed Christine I Luv U
Oil on canvas
115 x 130 cm

Rock Slime
Oil on canvas
150 x 100 cm
54
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Sophie Vendryes
° 1992
France
vendryes.sophie@gmail.com

education
2014 - 2017

Arba-Esa Brussels, Master’s degree Painting

2013 - 2014

Esba Nantes Beaux Arts, Art Degree

2011 - 2013

Esaig Estienne (Paris) Engraving Degree

exhibitions
2017		

First layer, Atelier 340, Jette, Belgium

		

OFF COURSE young contemporary, Mont des Arts, Brussels, Belgium

		

The Corner Project, Arba-Esa, Brussels, Belgium

		

Molière project, Lycée Molière, Brussels, Belgium

2016		

Radieuse, curated by Emmanuel Lambion with the complicity of Frédéric de

		

Goldschimdt and Will Kerr, Brussels, Belgium

		

Hamesse Price, Maison du Peuple Saint Gilles, Brussels, Belgium

		

The bloom experiment, Hotel Bloom, Brussels, Belguim

		

Threeway, Le Maga, Brussels, Belguim

		

Island presents, LaVallée, Brussels, Belguim

The work of Sophie Vendryes stages the spaces
she has travelled through, and in a broader sense it
questions the landscape, using the subject of painting. Her interpretations of various environments
take on different forms in the installation domain,
but all attempt to point out the essential. Through
reappropriation and superimposition, either from
one image to another, or from writing to image,
her painting seeks to act as a signal, a riddle, and
confronts us with the multiple realities that are possible within a singular space. Consistently, it shows
a constructed environment in which we live, that
surpasses us, however in witch it is not impossible
to become a player, a dweller.

prizes
2016		

Selected Hamesse price

		www.sophievendryes.com
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L’ envers de ton endroit
Oil on canvas
100 x 80 cm

Momo’s condition
Oil on canvas
100 x 120 cm
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The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, The Schools of Visual
Arts has two departments dedicated to painting: The School of
Painting and the Laboratory for Painting and Colour.
The School of Painting is one of four MFA programs (professor
schools) that the students can attend after having completed the
BFA program. The objective of the School of Painting is to create
a forum where art becomes research. A creative, active scene
where students explore the function and uses of paintings. The
concept of painting is conceived in an expanded sense: as a field
of art that takes a critical view of its own tradition and complexities; it is part of a contemporary discourse on theory and media:
Purely formal analysis of painting is no longer an adequate response in itself, which means that discussions on painting must
be wider in scope.
Emphasis is placed on individual tutorials, where comprehensive
analysis of the student’s practice and relationship with contemporary art is used as the basis for discussions. Here, students will
build their ability to relate to their own choices and modes of
expression in a critical and reflected way. The process may involve guest lecturers and other visitors, who may also be invited to
take part in group critiques and workshops.
The Laboratory for Painting and Colour works with colour and
its employment practically, aesthetically and theoretically in the
visual arts. The ambition is to aid in the awareness and understanding of the use of colour and how it can be employed by the
student in their own work. Practical Colour application is studied
along with an analytical discussion of students’ work and colour
use in relation to individual ambition. Historical and contemporary art of relevance is also discussed in regards to how and why
colour has been employed.

Det Kongelige Danske
Kunstakademi
Copenhagen
Nike Åkerberg
Malte Starck

The School of Painting
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Nike Åkerberg
° 1986
Sweden
nikeakerberg@gmail.com

education
2010 - 2013

Bachelor in Fine Arts, The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts

2013 - 2017

Master in Fine Arts Painting, The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts
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I make my own narrative into everyones by following the traces of paint onto the canvas. I’m making the figure in the painting expand by dissolving
the boarders between formal issues and concepts.
Painting fast and furious not to spill energy outside the frame, to keep everything my heart means
in the painting. I search for answers in colors and
speak a language I want others to learn.
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In August
Acrylic on canvas
200 x 200 cm

In September
Acrylic on canvas
100 x 120 cm
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Malte Starck
° 1988
Denmark
maltestarck@gmail.com

education
2017		

Master in Fine Arts Painting, The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts

Malte Starck is visual artist from Copenhagen. He has an MFA from The Photo- Media Department of The
Californian Institute of The Arts and graduated from the MFA-program of The Royal Danish Academy of Fine
Arts(Painting Department) in 2017. A few of the places he has shown work are Tromsö(Norway), Iceland(Flat
Earth Festival), Los Angeles and Lisbon.
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These works approaches cultures of images,
through a ‘visual’ trope – the nude. I do so in an
effort to question what photographs, paintings
and digital images might share. I often mix or let
two images-forms work on top of each or next to
each other. Doing so I hope to point at what images share, even when transposed across context,
history and use. The two “nudes” shown here,
can both be seen as portraits in the genealogy of
“painted nudes” and as a part of a specific photo culture. A culture where cell-phone photos are
circulated to serve a purpose of exchange, documentation and desire. This might point to a question of what the historical place of paintings might
be today, as the culture of digital photography
continuously expand. Even so the joint locus of an
image revealed to our sense, still collects or fuses both photograph and painting showing us just
one image – an imaged fixed between easy and
quick reproduction, a hand working, traditions of
images, privacy and public shame.
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Nude 1
Oil on paper
22,5 x 24,5 cm

Nude 2
Oil on paper
22,5 x 24,5 cm
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Koninklijke Academie
voor Schone Kunsten Gent
Phil Frankland
Arno Synaeve
Ezra Veldhuis
v Walravens

Due to its rich history and its almost archetypal visual language,
painting demands a key place in the free arts. The openness and
connection between the five stages of free arts guarantees continued mutual interest and inquiry. This is crucial for the painters.
Painting is not just a discipline with a great tradition.
We also make her urgent and give her a place in the field of contemporary visual arts. The specificity of the discipline is central
to this. In the field of painting, learning techniques are embedded in an engaged and critical way of dealing with their own
visual language and tradition. Particular attention is paid to the
technology of painting, but the student is looking for more than
just painting solutions. Throughout the course the student must
also become aware of the place of painting in art history and in
today’s artistic practice. Regular tutorials give the students the
opportunity to present their work and reflect on the way in which
their work can be made public. These moments are well prepared and discussed by students and teachers and are a great help
in the development of artistic personality.
From the start, each student is encouraged to search his own
way and this by developing his own visual language in dialogue
with examples from the distant and recent past. This happens
during the first bachelor’s years through observation exercises
and working to classical and modern masters in the MSK Gent.
The course of painting expects the student to develop his own
critical way of thinking, as this is crucial for building a sustainable
independent practice. Want to know what painting can be like
and how things are together, to expand the perception, and to
make it more intense; that is the intention of the training of painting. This requires a great curiosity and a lucid, intelligent attitude. The students can count on an exceptional team of motivated
teachers who themselves are an artist.
Teachers Department of Painting KASK
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Phil Frankland
° 1991
United Kingdom
philfrank@hotmail.co.uk

education
2014		

Bachelor in Fine Arts from Newcastle University, UK

2017		

Master in Fine Arts Painting, KASK Ghent

exhibitions and prizes
2017		

M I L K at Sluice, Sluice Art Fair, London

		

The Half of Halves, Zwarte Zaal, Ghent, Belgium

		

One to Many, Convent Art Space, Ghent, Belgium

		

Nominated for the Horlait-Dapsens Prize at KASK

2016		

Playing The Game Of...Painting, Campbell Works, London

		www.philfrankland.co.uk
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In order to capture the freshness of both image
and material in their initial stages of merging,
Phil Frankland puts his works through processes
of cropping, layering, over and under-working.
Utilising the support surface as a ‘stage’ or ‘platform’, Frankland builds up works in varying stages, which allows him to leave gaps or side-step
the familiar lineage of art making. Through this,
Frankland is able to render materially tactile works
which project notions of being both visually under-developed and generously over-bearing. He
applies a broad range of materials to his practice
in order to utilise both the handmade mark and
the influence of digital gesture; where they can
converge and how they can be re-appropriated.
Lines are drawn onto surfaces with clay, which are
dragged through a computer scanner, printed,
and then interfered with again by the human hand.
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Foot Bathers
Oil Paint, Oil Stick, Gloss Paint, Acrylic Mastic, Silicon, Styrofoam, Air-Dry Clay and Glue on Aluminium Panels
300 x 220 cm
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Toodaloo
Oil Paint, Oil Stick, Glue, Air-Dry Clay, Digital Print, Varnish and Masking Tape on Aluminium Panel
210 x 150 cm
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Arno Synaeve
° 1994
Belgium
arnosynaeve@gmail.com

education
2017 		

Master in Fine Arts (Painting), KASK School of Arts, Gent

2016 		

Bildende Kunst (Malerei), Akademie der Bildenden Künste (Klasse Karin Kneffel), München

exhibitions and prizes
2017 		

Graduation KASK, Gent

		

Sehnsucht (so etwas), Gouvernement, Gent

2016 		

Doppelter Boden, Akademie der Bildenden Künste, München

		

Grote Prijs Actuele Tekenkunst, De Ververij, Ronse

2015 		

Ohne Titel (noch), Zwarte Zaal, Gent

2014 		

Look Mom, I’m an Artist, Kunsttoren, Gent

2013 		

TANK#14 (curated by Soundcast), Het Entrepot, Brugge

		

C(H)ŒURS, Villa Snoeck, Aalter

2012 		

Cœurs...(h), Concertgebouw, Brugge

		www.arnosynaeve.be
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When the young and naive Parsifal utters: ’I scarcely move, yet already it seems I have travelled
far’, the wise and nobel Gurnemanz replies: ’You
see, my son, here time becomes space’.
These are probably the two most enigmatic sentences in the entire history of opera. What Richard
Wagner meant with them however remains quite
obscure. Perhaps it is exactly this elusive quality
that attracts me. In any case, it is a passage that
contains certain elements that - together with its
vagueness of meaning - keep returning in my own
work as well: theatricality (often static); the timeless character of space; and the ephemeral quality
of movement captured in time.
In my most recent work I painted somewhat lost
figures in tranquil positions. Comparable to a set
designer in the theatre, I carefully choose and design the space of my paintings, which are then to
be completed by the personas that inhabit them
for - it would seem - just a short moment in time.
Like Parsifal they are journeyers, traveling far, yet
scarcely moving.
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Es hätte so schön sein können - Man kann nicht alles haben III
Oil on canvas
90 x 120 cm
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Es hätte so schön sein können - Man kann nicht alles haben II
Oil on canvas
67 x 71 cm
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Ezra Veldhuis
° 1991
The Netherlands
ezraveldhuis@gmail.com

education
2015 - 2017

Master of Fine Arts School of Arts, KASK, Ghent.

2011 - 2015

Bachelor of Fine Art, (Painting)

2014 - 2015

School of Arts, KASK, Ghent

2011 - 2014

Hogeschool voor de Kunsten Utrecht, Utrecht. (2011-2014)

exhibitions and prizes
2017		

Three Finger Salute, group exhibition, Drongenhofkapel, Ghent, BE.

		

September Festival, Performance and group exhibition, De School van Gaasbeek, Gaasbeek, BE

		

Graduation Show 2017, school of Arts, KASK, Ghent, Ghent, BE

		

MAP #64, duo exhibition, Glazen gang, Ghent, BE

		

Kunstenfestival TIG#5, group exhibition, Design Museum, Ghent, BE

		

STOCK #4 in TIME, group exhibition, Het Paviljoen, Ghent, BE

		

Sehnsucht (so etwas), duo exhibition, Gouvernement, Ghent, BE

2016		

MSK Remastered, group exhibition, MSK, Ghent, BE

		

Tumult op Museumnacht, one night residency and presentation, SMAK, Ghent, BE

		

The Greenroom TIG#4, group exhibition, Zwarte zaal, Ghent, BE

2015		

Ohne titel (noch), group exhibition, Zwarte zaal, Ghent, BE

2014		

Look Mom I’m an Artist, group exhibition, Kunsttoren, Ghent, BE

Ezra Veldhuis explores the interface between
painting and installation. Two tracks can be discerned in her work, which both start from the same
research but diverge widely in terms of strategy
and form. On the one hand, she creates works in
series in which she seeks a ‘grand void’ by playing
with the suggestion of what is around and between the separate pieces. The other line of works
are large canvases that invite the viewer inside the
painted space while making the painting itself explicitly a part of the actual space. In these large
pieces, Ezra focuses on the (immersive) ‘world’ in
the canvas, while in the series pieces an important
role is played by the white spaces between and
around the works.

		www.ezraveldhuis.com
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Tetralogie
Mixed media on cotton
50 x 50 cm

Trilogie
Mixed media on cotton
57 x 57 cm
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Maranne Walravens
° 1994
Belgium
marannewalravens@live.be

education
2017		

Master Visual Arts, Fine Arts, Painting KASK / School of Arts, Ghent

2015		

Erasmus + Exchange Programme

solo exhibitions
2017		

Maximum Cherry no sugar - NTGent, Ghent, BE

duo exhibitions
2018		

Upcoming - Plagiarama, Brussels, BE

2017		

MAP #59 : Temporary Situation of Material Girls - Glazen Gang, KASK/School of Arts, Ghent, BE

Maranne Walravens works with found objects
that have lost their function and/or value: posters,
boxes, packaging, polystyrene, cardboard, marble, insulating material, wood, aluminium, copper,
etc. Walravens is fascinated by the material and/or
form and/or colour of these objects in themselves
(“an sich” in plaats van in themselves). By metamorphosing them, she searches (searches doorstrepen aub en creates in de plaats) a new potential reality of which she simultaneously exposes
the banality. She creates paintings, collages, videos, installations, performances (performances
doorstrepen aub), assemblages, sculptures, as if
everything just runs together.

group exhibitions
2017		

Masters Salon Painting - Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Antwerp, BE

2017		

Septemberfestival - De School Van Gaasbeek, Gaasbeek, BE

2017		

Graduation Show - KASK/School of arts, Ghent, BE

2017		

Tumult In Gent / TIG #5 - Design Museum, Ghent, BE

2016		

Den Lille Havfrue - “Céder sa voix c’est parfois c’est donner la mort” - La Réserve, Bordeaux, FR

2015		

Ohne Titel (Noch) - Zwarte Zaal, KASK/School of Arts, Ghent, BE

2014		

Look Mom, I’m An Artist - Kunsttoren, KASK/School of Arts, Ghent, BE

		www.marannewalravens.com
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Zalando
Zalando-box, honeycomb cardboard, wall paint
115 x 119 cm
86

Ikea
Cyanotype, insulation board, acrylic paint
120 x 160 cm
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The Academy of Fine Arts is an international academy focusing on the fine arts – the only one of its kind in
Finland. It offers first-class instruction in Moving Image, Painting, Photography, Printmaking, Site and situation
specific art and Sculpture, and is a pioneer in artistic research. The Academy of Arts has trained artists since
1848.
The Academy of Fine Arts and its traditions are a significant part of the history of Finnish art education and,
in a broader perspective, the history of Finnish art. The first predecessor of the Academy of Fine Arts was the
Finnish Art Society’s Drawing School, established in 1848. Among the students of the Drawing School were the
first Finnish artists of national and international importance: from Albert Edelfelt to Axel Gallén, from Helene
Schjerfbeck to Ellen Thesleff.
From 1939, the Academy operated under the Fund of the Fine Arts Academy of Finland and was known as the
School of the Fine Arts Academy of Finland. The school became state-owned in 1985, and at the same time
the name was changed to the Finnish Academy of Fine Arts. Being brought under state governance strengthened the status of the Academy as the highest institution providing education in the arts in Finland. The
Finnish Academy of Fine Arts became an institution of higher education in 1993 and a university in 1998. In
accordance with the new Finnish Universities Act that entered into force in Finland in the beginning of 2009, the
Finnish Academy of Fine Arts became a public university. The Finnish Academy of Fine Arts, Sibelius Academy
and Theatre Academy Helsinki merged at the beginning of 2013 into an arts university, in English called the
University of the Arts Helsinki.
In the Academy of Fine Arts there is total of 261 students: 250 in the Bachelor and Master programmes, 11
students are in the Praxis Master’s Programme, and 27 are doctoral students (DFA). In the Painting Study programme there are 71 students, of those 3 are exchange students from abroad.
The subject area in Painting focus to broaden the students’ understanding of the context of the painting practice. From the concept of the materiality in the contemporary painting, both within the tradition of the medium
and as a multifaceted contemporary discipline where painting is seen intertwined with art history, philosophy,
science and art theory.
The subject area of painting is today in a continuous flux, making connections to other fields and disciplines
related to art making in a wider sense.
The aim is to extend the students’ view on what painting could be, what it might mean, taking form then as a
network consisting and formed by all those things that are and are not painting.

Kuvataideakatemia
Helsinki
Matti Hyvönen
Tuuli Keratar
Mikko Luostarinnen
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Matti Hyvönen
° 1989
Finland
matti.hyvonen@uniarts.fi

exhibitions
2017		

“Närmare Borta”, Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm

		

“The Bachelor Exhibition”, Academy of Fine Arts of Uniarts, Exhibition Laboratory, Helsinki

2016		

“Systems III”, Exhibition Laboratory, Helsinki

		

“Kuvataideakatemian näyttely”, Exhibition Laboratory, Helsinki

2015		

“What is Surface”, Exhibition laboratory’s Project room, Helsinki

2013		

“Who’s In”, Fafa gallery, Helsinki

		

“Y Festival art exhibition”, Näsilinna, Tampere

2012		

“Y Festival art exhibition”, Näsilinna, Tampere

LIVE VIDEO PERFORMANCES
2015		

“Tamperinging: Electroacoustic evening,” Tampere

2012		

“Y Festival fashion show”, Näsilinna, Tampere

2011		

“Cosmic Wavefarm – The Cosmic Adventure”, Arabia concert hall, Helsinki

		youtube.com/user/mattihyvonen99
		soundcloud.com/matti-hyv-nen
		github.com/MattiHyvonen
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The motivation to my painting is fantasy. To imagine something that is not real, yet that somehow deserves to become into existence. I make
pictures to figure things out, put a definite form
to them, and also so that I can see them with my
actual eye and enjoy them. It’s about beauty and
wonder. Also, to draw a picture of some system or
process, a happening, is to see whether it makes
sense and sort of adds up. They are contemplations, figures and schemes, depictions of possible
things – explanations, maybe, though not of some
explicit subject, but rather of something vague,
that would be difficult to grasp and put my finger
on exactly, or to present in another way.
“The Worm’s Domain” is about the decomposition of the body, a place where the unity of self is
broken and the limits of one entity from another
dissolve, and the very notions of unity and identity
become meaningless.
In “A Stupid Fantasy”, too, there are entities acting in an environment, and the limits between
those are breaking. There is ripping, spilling and
merging. It has subtle reference to nature, like to
a root in a forest, or a pile of dirt, where all things
are equal and there is no telling where one thing
ends and another begins.
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Tyhmä fantasia
Tempera and oil on canvas
160 x 140 cm

Madon maja
Oil on MDF board
47 x 58 cm
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Tuuli Kerätär
° 1985
Finland
tuuli.keratar@uniarts.fi

education
2016 		

Bachelor in Fine Arts Painting, Uniarts Helsinki

exhibitions
2014		

Gumbostrand Konst&Form, Sipoo

		

“Exhibiting Painting”, Kuva/Tila, Helsinki

2012		

Kulttuuribingo ry. Oulu

		

“Group photo”, Academy of Fine Arts of Uniarts Helsinki

		

“Grease”, We got beef, Helsinki

2010		

Galleria Kajo, Rovaniemi

		

Rovaniemi Design Week, Rovaniemi
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I’m interested in how the visual memory works, more specifically in the non-hierarchical way the brain stores
visual memories and stimuli. The starting point is usually a combination of colours that repel me or don’t seem
to go together. Thinking about the colours often leads me to think about a more specific memory, and the
problem of visualising it.
Through these paintings, I was following an obscure memory, of myself watching Dawson’s Creek on television, while flipping through an old art book on Van Gogh paintings. There’s a feeling of nausea or anxiety linked
to the memory, caused by the contradicting worlds of a teenage soap opera and the celebrated paintings.
It feels embarrassing, blasphemous even, that they coexist in the same visual memory. I’m fairly certain the
memory itself is made up, like a dream. But regardless, they are linked in my mind.
Lately my work has been revolving around finding balance in between dichotomies such as abstract/figurative, spontaneous/pre-meditated, general/personal. Through painting and working out the images that arise
from the subconscious, I try to find a way to make obtrusive imagery and visual memories bearable.
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Joey
Oil on linen
175 x 180 cm

Wheat field, a crow
Oil on linen
75 x 80 cm
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Mikko Luostarinen
° 1993
Finland
mikko-luostarinen@hotmail.com

education
2016 - 2017

University of Tsukuba, Art and Design

2016		

Master of fine arts, Academy of Fine Arts, Uniarts Helsinki

2012 - 2016

Bachelor of Fine arts, Academy of Fine Arts, Uniarts Helsinki

2010 - 2012

Hyvinkaa School of Art

2009 - 2010

Lahti Folk School, Comics and Animation

exhibitions
2017		

Made in Japan, Titus gallery, Tsukuba

		

Hanga exhibition II, University of Tsukuba gallery, Tsukuba

		

Hanga exhibition, Bumpodo gallery, Tokyo

2016		

Peripheral Vision, Gallery Mejan, Stockholm

2015		

Tempora Mutantur (kutikuti collective), Huuto gallery, Helsinki

		

Koolla on valia/ size matters, Exhibition laboratory, Helsinki

2014		

BFA exhibition, Exhibition laboratory, Helsinki

		

Paintings, Kuldiga artist residence, Latvia

2013		

Landscape painting from Viitasaari, Kaiku gallery, Helsinki

2012		

Humanoids, Kaytavagalleria, Hyvinkaa

		

Ufoja Lahdessa, muotohuoltamo (Design Capital Helsinki), Lahti
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Mikko Luostarinen’s working process is rather mechanical. Its like an program that starts whit wide
haphazard strokes and then tries to find shapes
and forms to detail the image. In the other hand
its an very natural process like the evolution. The
individual aspects are left out from it. But still,
from the result you might find some associations
to an living like things.
Further on, he is dealing whit such a themes as an
digital age and its immateriality.
The feeling of immaterial materiality, textures and
their combinations are playing the leading role in
his present works.
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Still life
Watercolor on paper
87,5 x 68 cm

Thingies
Watercolor on paper
87,5 x 70 cm
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Always painting
The history of our time is the nauseating and disgusting history of the crucifixion of the procreative body in favor of the
glorification of the mind, of the mental consciousness. Plato was the archpriest. Art, this servant, humbly and honestly
contributed to this infamy for at least three thousand years. D.H. Lawrence
To paint. Thousands of years ago, it was icy; the north wind blew without loss. They warmed themselves as best they
could by squeezing one against the other near the last embers. While others, mastering the cold and their fingers
gourds, produced silhouettes and signs in black and ocher at the deepest of the cave. It was necessary to dare to face
the darkness with a flickering flame that transformed the mineral into a living organism, to venture into its narrow channels, to climb scree, to choose the wall, to dialogue with the rock, its reliefs and its hollows. With the arm, the hand, the

Académie Royale
des Beaux-arts de Liège

whole body in balance sometimes, with a gesture it was necessary to draw the line, to fill the form, to specify a detail,
it was necessary to repeat the gesture, to insist, to start again. To form with the sign, to make body with the animal. To
paint is not only to create “una finestra”, it is not only “una cosa mentale”. That Leon Battista and Leonardo forgive me.
Painting, basically, does not have much to do with the picture With the image as we usually conceive it today. The image

Martin Chaumont
Elodie Dewit
Julien Janvier
Loïc Moons

today, we produce it of an imperceptible pressure of the index on a screen or a button, we transform it and we alter it,
we play with it according to our whims with a few clicks of the mouse. Today’s image is little to say that it has invaded us,
that it has conquered our field of vision, that it has imposed itself. To the point that we apprehend reality from it, based
on it, trusting to it. We see from the pictures. We are even surprised that reality does not correspond to the idea we had
made of it from the images. These images of today speak to the eye, try to seduce the eye, to deceive it, to convince it.
In the last sequence of Fahrenheit 451, Truffaut’s film inpsired by Bradbury’s novel one can see ‘ book-men’ : men who
have each learned a book by heart as a measure of resistance to a societyin which the book is a banished object : these
men have become the very material by which words can live Words are incarnated then. One could also evoke the astonishement of Saint Augustine in Milan before a Saint Ambrose who was silently reading. Until then, reading as it was
usually practiced was a reading aloud, words came through the voice, through the body. To paint is indeed quite different from what the digital image could make us believe. It is not because we are an X-Box champion that we can hold
nine minutes on a real football field ... To paint is to engage the body. The whole body. Harold Rosenberg spoke of the
canvas as an arena when he evoked the work of the artists of action painting. An arena where the body delivers a fight.
Where the body puts itself in danger. It would also be useful to remember the challenge of these painters who captured
the photographic image in order to defeat it. To overcome it, to surpass it, to do better than it: more precise, greater,
more imposing. How? With the means of the body. Not just a frivolous finger pressure. With perseverance, patience,
concentration, submission of the body, the fingers, the arm, the elbow, the shoulder, the back ... To paint is indeed “una
cosa corporale”. The vitality of the workshops of our academies reminds us every day.
Philippe Delaite, Professor of History of Art.
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Martin Chaumont
° 1993
Belgium
martin.chaumont@hotmail.com

education
2016		

Master’s degree painting section in Académie Royale des Beaux-Arts de Liège

2015		

Bachelor’s degree painting section in Académie Royale des Beaux-Arts de Liège

2012		

High school diploma, plastic arts section in Institut Saint-Luc de Liège

exhibitions
2017		

As part of the end of the year’s Jury in Ecole Supérieure des Arts de la Ville de Liège

		

Galerie Nadja Vilenne. Liège

		

« NU » Quai du commerce, Bruxelles

		

« Copy central » Galerie Centrale, Liège

2016		

« Luche, Occhi, Visione » Académie des Beaux-Arts de Brera, Milan

		

« FUGACITE » Cercle des Beaux-Arts, Liège

rewards
2016		

Acquisition of a painting by the city of Liège.

		

Selected for the 2016-2017 season at « L’espace jeune artiste »; Museum of modern and

		

contemporary art of the city of Liège. (BOVERIE)

2015		

Capitaine Marie Prize Laureate of Liège’s Royal Academy of Fine Arts.

		

Selected price Georges Collignon in Ansembourg Museum in Liège.

2012		

Obtaining of the “Brevet d’art” with mention of the Jury at Institut Saint-

		

Luc de Liège.
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I feed my work on several image sources, whether
they are photographical, done on the motif, on a
memory, or simply imaginary.
It then becomes a sort of « database » that enables me to conceive a pictorial production which
deploys in a predefined space, the canvas.
I am particularly interested in the idea of fragmentation, censorship or « enigmatisation », I like the
feeling that provides an incomplete information.
My work can be based on architectural elements
and landscaped perspectives, subjects that are so
vast that it allows me to increase my inspiration.
The frame and unusual points of view, that calls
into question the depicted place and subject are
each an integral part of my research.
Painting then becomes a game between subject,
framing and format, arousing interest and reflection upon the choice of these data.
The possibility of encounter between a piece of
work and another emerges.
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Untitled
Oil on canvas
200 x 200 cm

Untitled
Oil on canvas
50 x 60 cm
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Elodie Dewit
° 1993
Belgium
dewitelodie@gmail.com

education
2016		

Graduated from a Master in painting at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts of liège.

2015		

Graduate of a bachelor in painting at the royal academy of fine arts of liège.

2012		

Graduate of high school in plastic arts option at the Cepes de Jodoigne

exhibitions
2017		

Placidité, Galerie Les Drapiers, Liège.

		

Récolte, L’ Emulation, Liège.

		Nu, Bruxelles.
2016		

Fugacité, Cercle Royal des Beaux-arts, Liège.

2015		

Untitled, Le Mad, Liège.

		

Untitled, Le Comptoir du livre, Liège.

		

Untitled, Le Parc Churchill et Sauvenière, Liège.

		

Quand la musique prend forme(s), Orchestre Philharmonique de Liège.

		

Talents 9, Galerie du Crabe, Jodoigne.
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The universe in which i work my paintings and drawings, is at the very least intimate. The subjects
that i choose with great attention are everyday
objects.
Everything can be painted.
The angle of view chosen, offers a direct reading,
confronting us frontally to our environment in order to perceive it differently.
Objects adopt a writing that is inscribed in the
material making them more alive.
The objective is to perceive the sensivity of the
object more than its functionality. The choice to
exploit the small formats forces the viewer to enter into direct relation with my work. The proximity
is a privileged connection between the two parties. Each object is interested in its form, its color
or the image or the feeling to which it refers us.
They represent a reassuring form that is specific to
everyone and is on integral part of our everyday
life.
The accessibility of the subject makes it possible
to establish a climate of confidence between the
looker and my painting, the latter giving free rein
to his interrogations.
How can we have a new look at the banality of
everyday objects around us?
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Wash on the floor
Oil on wood
19 x 19 cm

Suspended Wipers
Oil on wood
19 x 19 cm
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Julien Janvier
° 1991
Belgium
juicyjanvier@gmail.com

education
2017		

Master 2 peinture de l’académie de Liège
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Mon travail est issu de plusieurs années d’expérimentation, il est basé sur
une démarche spontanée. Je ne cherche pas le
rendu réaliste, cependant tous mes sujets sont tirés du réel auquel je donne une nouvelle piste de
lecture.
Bien qu’ils soient simples, kitchs et très ironiques,
ils sont soigneusement sélectionnés. C’est avant
tout un prétexte pour peindre.
Le sujet, c’est la peinture. Je ne me prive pas d’enfreindre les codes picturaux,
je déteste tout ce que la majorité approuve et inversement, je crée mes codes personnels. Je pars
souvent de sujets simple, de forme simple présente dans mes dessins pour en faire quelque chose
de différent.
Je suis contre la notion du beau et du laid.
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Flamix
Oil on canvas
160 x 200 cm

Nu dans la Jungle
Oil on canvas
205 x 205 cm
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Loïc Moons
° 1992
Belgium
loic.moons@live.be

education
2016		

Master’s degree painting section in Académie Royale des Beaux-Arts de Liège

2015		

Bachelor’s degree painting section in Académie Royale des Beaux-Arts de Liège

2012		

High school diploma, plastic arts section in Institut Saint-Luc de Liège

exhibitions
2017		

Exposition dans le cadre d’un jury de master 2 à l’académie des beaux-arts de liège,

		

chez Nadja Vilenne

		

NU: Exposition collective à Bruxelles dans le cadre du cours de dessin avec

		

les étudiants de la cambre (dessin)

2016		

Exposition solo chez CDLT: opening exhibition
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Loic Moons’ work is based in the joy of the act of painting, “by simply applying colour to canvas, by making it
dirty, it gives the pieces substance and life” he explains. Loïc’s artworks is filled with an expressionist dimension which, knowing that his intention is to have fun and liberate himself, inevitably escapes himself and creates
greater emotion. “A large canvas is like a playground for me where I can gain freedom through a physical
activity. My gestures cause accidents that I only discover when I take a step back. It pushes me to question
myself which then leads to the acceptance, or not, of these accidents. For me, it is all about sincerity of action
through love, festivity and other emotive encounters”.
Moons is constantly drawing on manga and video games images that he grew up with through a conversation between the medium, the canvas, and himself. The dialog results in graphical symbols that reassure him
and guide his path through this wild forest that painting can be. This improvisation process which combines
the use of recycled materials, such as industrial paint, with his own creations is an unintentional but perfect
metaphor of life itself.
LoÏc offers a succession of artwork, all characterised by a pictorial intelligence and a plastic autonomy that
is now and then sacrificed to feed its canvas, satisfy him and continuously rectify the accuracy of his choices.
This delicate and intellectual honesty makes him a knight of the “art-qui-est-la-vie” and reminds us that, even
it is a painful process, the ongoing practice transforms the teenager in us into a free woman or man. Not
without difficulties.
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Untitled
Oil on linen
210 x 200 cm

Untitled
Oil on linen
180 x 200 cm
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Universidad Complutense
Bellas Artes de Madrid
Jesús Crespo
Eugenia Cuellar
Fran Somoza Rodriguez
Soyara Triana Hernández

The Fine Arts Faculty of the Complutense University of
Madrid is an academic centre which is at the forefront
of Fine Arts both in Spain and the rest of the world,
especially in the Mediterranean and in Latin America.
Infrastructures for integrated and interdisciplinary education are available. In the classrooms, dedicated to the
practice of painting, students can experiment and get
immersed in the different processes. Special attention
should be paid to the mural and landscape painting
classrooms. The use of human models is a distinguishing feature of the faculty, this way students can delve
into the anatomy and the human body.
Guided by expert teachers, painting students combine
in their curriculum course different resources and traditional practices along with the incorporation of new
technologies. From the study of pictorial techniques
and the learning of research methodology, it builds the
basis of reflection about art and it facilitates the production of a personal artistic expression.
Throughout the academic year there is also a wide
schedule of lectures and workshops with leading painters, cultural agents and institutions or companies, to
facilitate our students to show to the society their work
and build their curriculum.
The Faculty has had in its classrooms, as students or
teachers, artists such as Picasso or Dalí, and years later,
others like Antonio López or Lucio Muñoz.

Elena Blanch
Dean of Faculty of Fine Art
Complutense University of Madrid

Jesús Crespo
Spain
jesucp@gmail.com

I have been working in G+J publisher (realization/production/image) but I left it to study Arts in Madrid. I’ve
got BA Fine Arts and I’m actually ending MA on Research in Creative Arts at Faculty of Fine Arts of Complutense University of Madrid. I’ve been in Camberwell College of Arts during one year in BA painting by Erasmus+.
I have realized some collective exhibitions in London, Sevilla and Madrid, among others.
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My work goes from the problems surrounding
space/painting relationship. Starting from collage
and think/paint process and then i get modular
elements from a pictorial action resulting in a series of masses, planes and surfaces subject to a
liquid and malleable condition (wet on wet). This
condition allows me to organize in the two-dimensional space, confused areas, arising from slips,
drifts and dissonances, both in shape and color.
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Fruit Punch
Oil on cotton canvas
150 x 120 cm

Where is your girl?
Mixed Media (Graphite, oil, paper...)
120 x 150 cm
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Eugenia Cuellar
° 1970
Spain
cuellar.eugenia@gmail.com

education
2015 - 2017

Master in Fine Arts (MIAC, painting). Complutense University Madrid (UCM)

2010 - 2015

Fine Arts, Complutense University Madrid

1988 - 1993

Degree in Law, specialized in taxation

		

Santiago de Compostela University and La Coruña University

selected group exhibitions, awards & publications
2017		

Shortlisted Novos Valores, Pontevedra Museum (Spain) upcoming

2017		

Shortlisted Sketch Open (UK): Rabley Drawing Centre, Marlborough, Black Swan Arts, Frome.

2017		

The Human Stain. Studio 1.1, London.

2017 - 2016

Royal Ulster Academy, 135th Annual Exhibition

2017 - 2016

Caja Rural Jaen Foundation C.C. La Carolina (Spain). Honorable mention, IX la Rural Painting prize

2016		

Shortlisted BEEP Wales International Painting prize,

		

UK: Swansea College of Art and Undegun, Wrexham.

2016		

Looking up, Studio 1.1, London.

2016		

Mulier Mulieris. MUA. Universitat d’Alacant Museum (Spain) (catalogue)

2016		

This Year’s Model, Studio 1.1, London, selected by Howard Dyke, Kate Lyddon and Studio 1.1.

2015		

7th Annual Passion for Freedom Art Festival, Mall Galleries, London. (catalogue)

2015		

The Open West 2015, The Wilson, Cheltenham Art gallery and Museum, UK.

2015		

Combat prize, Museo Civico G. Fattori ex Granai di Villa Mimbelli, Livorno, Italy.

		

Finalist painting section. (catalogue)
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From major political problems to basic human
needs and fears, my paintings are basically focused on individuals. Individuals interacting with
individuals, in different spaces and situations, in
Marc Augé non-places, etc. Individuals subjected
to other individuals and rules, to customs and conventions. And, in this process, individuals in motion, going or passing by through landscapes, or
trying to flee from their own circumstances.
Representation begins from what is considered
reality, either own reality based on personal photographs or sketches or, mainly, mass media reality deliberately, and carefully, studied and chosen.
The process departs from an abstract idea to a
concrete development based on different materials, objets trouvés, collages and compositions
made up of real characters that are placed in different situations and set to play. Therefore, the
pictures become not mere depictions of people,
but rather images of ideas and images which suffer a deconstruction. There is only a softened documentary interest that may be concealed most
of the times.
As a result, the action of painting produces a new
reality which acts as a curious and selective mirror. This mirror will no longer return or reflect your
image, or the image, as it was; it will enlarge or
shorten it according to the rules it has been given.
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Hitachi I
Oil on linen
162 x 114 cm

Queen Letizia’s earrings
Oil on canvas on board
30 x 40 cm
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Fran Somoza
° 1992
Spain
fsomozarodriguez@gmail.com

education
2015 - 2017

Arts, Creation and Research master, UCM, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

2012 - 2015

Bachelor´s degree on fine arts, UCM, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

2010 - 2012

Bachelor´s degree on fine arts, Uvigo, Universidad de Vigo)

exhibitions
2017		

“Art Sevilla” International Fair; Sevilla, Spain

2016		

“Ayllon fellows exhibition”; San Miguel church, Ayllón, Spain

2015		

“Fellows”; Fabero´s cultural center, Fabero, Spain

2015		

Graduation show; “La Trasera” space, UCM, Madrid, Spain
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My artistic vision today draws from of the mistrust
in what we call language, looking for paradoxes
and questions that would lead it to the limit. It is
a way to think increasingly more worked from the
personal, inspired by other facets of my life like
graffiti, design or music. As if wondering if the map
matches with the territory, for me it is important to
establish a game board where the rules are more
focused on the way of performing rather than on
what is done properly. A distancing with the works
that is identified with a abandoned laziness that
excludes the virtuosity and allows the creation to
flow with freedom. In this way, using painting as
a medium, I pose myself problems and questions
related to space, the image or the ability.
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Washed and packed I
Mixed media (Oil and spray on aluminium paper mounted on canvas)
47,5 x 60 cm
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Washed and packed II
Mixed media (Oil and spray on aluminium paper mounted on canvas)
47,5 x 60 cm
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Soraya Triana Hernández
Spain
sorayatrianahernandez@gmail.com

education
2017		

Studying Doctorate since 2012 in the department of painting the Faculty of Fine Arts 		

		

of the Universidad Complutense de Madrid. Title: «Grammar and pictorial process.		

		

From reality to its representation»

2010 - 2012

Master in art and creation. Faculty of Arts. Universidad Complutense de Madrid

2005 - 2010

Degree in Fine Arts. Faculty of Arts. Universidad Complutense de Madrid

2004 - 2005

Extraordinary award Mariano Timón. Bachelor category Art school Mariano Timón, Palencia

2003 - 2005

Bachelor’s Degree in Fine Arts

Soraya Triana Hernández uses a variety of elements found in her everyday life and turns them
into micro-narratives that triggers her plastic research. From this point on the pictorial language takes a leading role in creating new realities. Form,
light and color become pieces in a game where
the starting point is a mere visitor inside a pure
pictorial performance.

exhibitions
2017		

Exhibition Punto y seguido. Exhibition hall Faculty of Fine Arts. UCM

2016		

Exhibition Concurso para el diseño de la Medalla conmemorativa de la Facultad de Ciencias

		

políticas. Faculty of Political Sciences. UCM

		

Exhibition Punto y seguido. Exhibition hall Faculty of Fine Arts. UCM

		

Exhibition II Certamen Asteria 2016. “Certamen internacional de creación plástica y itología”.

		

Hall, Faculty of Fine Arts. UCM.

		

Exhibition Beca CIAN- Fabero 2016. Pozo Julia. Fabero

		

XXXII Edition de Expoaire. Park Huerta del Guadián. Palencia

2015		

Exhibition Beca Cian Fabero 2015. Pozo Julia. Fabero

2014		

XXX Edition of Expoaire. Huerta del Guadián. Palencia
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Timeless sequence I
Mixed technique on table
40 x 70 cm
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Timeless sequence Il
Mixed technique on table
40 x 70 cm
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Accademia di Belle
Arti di Roma
Michele Bellini
Luca Di Luzio
Marco Eusepi
Chang Liu

The Academy of Fine Arts of Rome has its origins in the Academy
of Saint Luke, which was founded in 1593 and was a prestigious
meeting point for artists as well as a didactic model to follow for
similar institutions which were developing at the time. The historical architectural complex which currently hosts the Academy of
Fine Arts in Via di Ripetta was built around the 1840’s and today
is the Academy’s main seat.
The painting studios are located on the top floor of the building and students can work there during the five-year courses,
which ensures a more effective and fruitful didactic collaboration.
Indeed, observing and exchanging ideas with professors painting
in the course rooms is one of the School of Painting’s genuine
strong points for students.
Since its beginnings, the School of Painting of the Academy of
Fine Arts of Rome has been one of the most renowned in Europe.
Among the Princes (Rectors) of the Academy in the past, we find
some eminent names such as Giuseppe Cesari, Gian Lorenzo
Bernini, Anton Raphael Mengs and Antonio Canova.
Currently, the School of Painting hosts around 400 students. The
first and second-level educational paths provide students with
good basic skills in drawing, artistic anatomy and history of art.
Daily studying and figure drawing of nude models are the basic
training in the first years. During the five years, it is also compulsory to sit at least four exams about traditional graphic techniques
(chalcography, woodcut and lithography). Selected classes of students can also take part in workshops and figure drawing sessions in Roman museums such as the Vatican Museums and the
Capitoline Museums.
Tiziana D’Acchille
Director of the Academy of Fine Arts of Rome

Michele Bellini
° 1990
Italy
michelebellini17@gmail.com

The degrees I’ve earned, my aspirations and ambitions for a competitive artistic growth are consistent and in
line with the goals of my research. I graduated in Decoration first level diploma with the thesis “The figurative
pictorial illustration”, and in Painting second level diploma with thesis “Giovanni Fattori: The portraits”, both
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Rome. Then I frequented for six months the Intensive Drawing program at The
Florence Academy of Art in Florence, and for other four months at the Académie de France in Villa Medici,
Rome, a course focused on drawing from life and studying anatomy. During last year my work has been
selected for exhibitions in Rome, Florence and Cluj. Recently one of my paintings passed the first round of
judging for the BP Best Portrait Award at the National Portrait Gallery, London.
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The paintings I presented were made during the
years 2015/2017 in the special degree class in
Painting, at the Academy of Fine Arts in Rome.
During this period, I tried to deepen the portrait
painting of realistic matrix, in the various aspects
that connote the complexity of it, with specific references to the realist movement of the late XIX
century Italian and international art. The resulting
stimulus is to look for reality, elements, themes
and subjects that make that language still alive
and current. Although, in my opinion, we can’t
talk about current art except in relation to tradition. From here comes the value and the actuality
of realism in contemporary art. To me the role of
the artist in realism is to be a representative of a
period and a certain relationship of values expressing the historical conditions of being. In a society
like present-day, ever-becoming, all projected to
the future, which soon forgets the past, this role
assumes for me an indispensable documentary
value, which since the cave paintings of Altamira
and Lascaux to our days, represent the real value
of Art.
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People on subway n.2
Oil on canvas
35 x 50 cm

People on subway n.2
Oil on board
35 x 50 cm
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Luca Di Luzio
° 1986
Italy
lucadiluzio1@gmail.com

Luca di Luzio received his BFA from the Accademia di Belle Arti in Florence and his MFA from the
Accademia di Belle Arti in Rome. In 2013 he had two residencies: C.A.M.A.C. in Marnay sul Seine (France) and
at the Gallery Hommes in Rotterdam (Holland). In 2015 he began his Atlas Ego Imago Mundi project, impressing his body in paint and then onto large sheets of paper, creating an imaginary atlas and maps.The theme
of this work is the human body, its profound ambiguity, and its role as the main subject of our experiencing
of the world and at the same time as a part of the world, coming from the same substance. In 2016 the series
was exhibited at the MACRO Museum of Contemporary Art of Rome, and at the Walls Museum of Rome. In
September of 2017 the series will exhibit in a solo exhibition at the Auditorium in Rome.
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I see my artistic research like a continuous and unsure query of means and purposes. A continuous and changing query to my work, the process as much as the result itself. A query that doesn’t come to an end but starts
again each time I start a new project. In the last year I have studied the philosophy of a great philosopher
of the Twentieth Century, exponent of French phenomenology, Maurice Merleau Ponty, that makes the chiasmus between opposite poles one of the main themes of his research. The french philosopher doesn’t see
antithesis between perception and thought, body and soul or being and world. Polarities that certain thought
has traditionally seen opposite seem to reveal an osmotic relation, as the ego and the world, controlled and
uncontrolled, art and life, process and work, caos and cosmos. Such trespass happens in a radical way during
the Twentieth Century to the present day, in science, philosophy and art. In my artistic investigation I have
tried to explore this continuous and radical trespass between poles thought as opposite, between the classic
concepts of Ego and world or interior and exterior. In my artworks I have used and experimented different
techniques such as sculpture, drawing, video, digital printing, but the one I have deepened and queried in my
development it’s been painting. In painting this trespass I’m talking of is present in a specific element, depth,
the ability that great artworks have to go further the physicality and show us metaphysics depths. In the
latest projects I have worked to, I explored the theme of the body, as ambiguous space, where the trespass
between subject and object happens, between ego and world, that creates consciousness and original truth
of being in the world. In projects such as Atlas Ego Imago Mundi or Disegnare il tempo(Draw time) I wanted
to debate the themes of space and time that we personally live, through actions that use my body as instrument, as seismograph that records time lived or as mould to create new places and imaginary geographies. In
Atlas Ego Imago Mundi I used my body as a die, changing my body prints with color in perspective imaginary
geographic areas , creating an atlas and maps of these spaces . In Atlas Ego Imago Mundi I utilize my physical
body to create abstract and sometimes recognizable maps, inferring the inherent relationship between earth
and the human experience, emphasizing the symbiotic relationship between our existence and the society
we function within. This project is a metaphor of the body no longer considered as a contact point between
what I live and the external world, interior and the exterior, Ego and the world, but mould of these worlds,
primordial space where their separation among them is ambiguous because is not born yet. In the process I
have worked to this project, in the relationship of the randomness of my colored body prints and the precise
and controlled line that defines them, I explored the relationship between artwork and process, controllable
and uncontrollable, awareness and unawareness, cosmos and chaos.

ATLAS EGO IMAGO MUNDI
Mixed technique ( ink, acrylic, drawing pen) on paper
70 x 100 cm
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ATLAS EGO IMAGO MUNDI
Mixed technique ( ink, acrylic, drawing pen) on paper
70 x 100 cm
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Marco Eusepi
° 1991
Italy
eusepimarco28@gmail.com

He got the high school diploma at the National Institution of Fine Arts in the goldsmith’s art field. He graduates in Painting at the Accademia di Belle Arti di Roma. At the moment he’s attending the Master Degree
in Printmaking at the same university. He has many publications and collective exhibitions to his credit. In
2014 his first solo exhibition in Rome. He collaborated on several projects with the Accademia di Belle Arti di
Roma, among which the most recent is the project “IncontrArti” with professor Marco Nocca.
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My artistic research is principally developed on
canonical mediums as painting, drawing and
printmaking.
My interest is connected with an idea of tradition in progress. Reflections on the visible that try
to probe existential truths, peculiar to the human
soul.
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Landscape - Triptych
Oil on Hanji paper
20 x 42 cm each

At the Roman Forum
Oil on paper
21 x 22 cm
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Chang Liu
° 1989
China
liuchang7lucia@gmail.com
I try to use the lines and colours as a language
to explain what I thought and what I felt. In this
series of my paintings , I use the moviments of jellyfish to express the emotions and sensitivity of
women. I think that artwork is a contemplation inward of us, we ask questions or answer questions.
An artwork combines our emotions, culture and
also experience.

education
2015 - 2017

Academy of fine arts in Rome,Italy

2008 - 2012

LuXun Academy of fine arts, China

exhibitions
2017		

Tiny biennial, Gallery of art , Italy

2016		

99arts. Tevere Art Gallery, Italy

		

99aets-gran finale. Elsa Morante cultural center, Italy

2012		

Excellent works of Academy of fine arts, Gallery of academy, China

2011		

We.Gallery of academy, China
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Silenty 1
Water color chinese su carta
50 x 70 cm

Silenty 2
Water color chinese su carta
50 x 70 cm
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The Royal Institute of Art is an international context with a long
artistic tradition dating back to the early 1700s. Today, RIA offers a 5-year inclusive BFA-MFA Programme and a 2-year Master
Programme in Fine Arts; further development courses for artists; and 1-year post-Master courses in Architecture. In recent
years, an artistic research program has also been developed and
currently includes individual projects in artistic research, as well
as PhD sponsorship.
RIA is an active institution with a continuus flow of guests, as well
as exceptional workshops. International partnerships are central components of artistic education at all levels of the school.
Altogether, RIA has about 60 employees and 230 students.

Kungliga Konsthögskolan
Stockholm

The Royal Institute of Art

Johan Berglund
Ludmilla Hrachovinova
Inez Jonsson
Susan Witlow
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Johan Berglund
° 1991
Sweden
johanberglund1991@gmail.com

education
2015 - 2017

MFA,The Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm, SE

2012 - 2015

BFA, The Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm, SE

2010 - 2012

Konstskolan Munka, Munka Ljungby, SE

exhibitions
2017		

Back to me, MFA exhibition,Tomteboda Stockholm, SE

2016		

Sprezzatura, MFA exhibition, Galleri Mejan Stockholm, SE

		

Open Studios, Mengerzeile Berlin, GE

		

SEART, Sweden’s Emerging Art, No Picnic Stockholm, SE

		

59.3241 18.0828 The Exhibition, Exhibition Laboratory Project Room, Helsingfors, FI

2015		

Bouquet, Stocksundstorp Stockholm, SE

		

SEART, Sweden’s Emerging Art, No Picnic Stockholm, SE

		

Exhibiting Painting 2.0, OpenArt, OscarC Örebro, SE

		

Bachelor Degree Show, Konstnärshuset Stockholm, SE

		

Exhibiting Painting, Kuva/Tile Helsinki, FI
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I work within my own world of figures, inspired by
classical art, popular culture and poster art. Often
my works are a departure from some kind of working title… I really admire Giotto´s images. I had
heard from someone that he painted his pictures
from drawings made by monks. Is it an intestine? Perhaps a snake? I’m thinking that the sons
of Lacoon are dead now, I’m thinking: Deus Ex
Machina, the Amazon River, the Bayeux tapestry,
Eucatastrophe. I once painted a large figure. A
red giant. A giant who walks through the image.
But, I wasn’t satisfied so, I turned him around and
gave him a rod (it´s okay to laugh). My stories don´t
have happy endings. They are static, a long road
without focus. I often start by making an image,
filling in the surface- acting against a material. I
work intuitively and intensely. Colours are decided
upon along the way, they end up where they may.
When the basic image is there, I start to straighten
things up, add stuff or cross things out- propping
the stage and filling it out with all the different
characters. A little figure in a book, a midnight serenade, telephone squiggles.
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The last marlboro man
Oil, acrylic, digital print on canvas
140 x 180 cm
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“Wine!”
Oil, acrylic, digital print on canvas
140 x 180 cm
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Ludmila Hrachovinova
° 1984
Slovakia
hrachovinova.ludmila@gmail.com

education
2015 - 2017

MFA - Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm

2003 - 2008

MA/BA - Academy of Fine Art and Design in Bratislava

exhibitions
2017		

Choice of Perception, Gallery 35m2, Prague, Czech Republic

		

Reversion, Galleri Mejan, Stockholm, Sweden

		

Tactile Looking, Object Thinking, Centrifug Konstahll C, Stockholm, Sweden

		

I am thinking that I might be an Object, Rene holms Atelier, Esbjerg, Denmark

		

Gone Fishing, Gävle Konstcentrum, Gävle, Sweden

		

Kungl. Konsthögskolans Vårutställningar 2017, Tomteboda Stockholm, Sweden

		

Rundgång RIA, Stockholm, Sweden

2016		

Neighborhood, Gallery Bunka, Ústí nad Labem, Czech Republic

		

The Weight of Time, Mellanrummet, Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm, Sweden

		

Shaping, Galleri Fisk, Bergen, Norway

2015		

Shaping, Mellanrummet, Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm, Sweden

		

Between Us, HotDock Gallery, Bratislava, Slovakia
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I am focusing on the medium of painting, which
has become my life statement.
The subject of my painting is that of memories
and remembering; personal experiences and intuitions that are important for me, in opposition to
the time flow delivered by mass-media and technology. I am interested in metaphysical themes,
pondering and questioning identity and existence. Paint as a material, together with the process
of painting itself, complete these concepts as I
understand and recreate them, and play fundamental role in my work. I find it compelling to explore the way in which we approach and perceive
painting, both as artists and audience. What is the
relationship of a painting and the spectator, or
the relationship of a painting and the space it is
exhibited in? Within my work, I aim to redefine the
established ways of looking at painting by using
interactive elements, spatial positioning, movement of the viewer’s body, and allowing for a tactile experience of the medium. I am researching
the two views, perhaps disparate, perhaps not, of
what is my perception of the artwork, and what is
the perception of the viewer.
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Reduced Memories
Acrylic and oil on canvas
260 x 200 cm

Situation defined by 52 000 cm2
Acrylic and oil on canvas
260 x 200 cm
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Inez Jönsson
° 1989
Sweden
inez.jonsson@gmail.com

education
2015 - 2017

MFA at the Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm

2012 - 2015

BFA at the Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm

2010 - 2012

Gerlesborgsskolan Stockholm

exhibitions
2017		

“Season of the Double Bind” Gallery Belenius, Stockholm

		

“Back to Me” Master Degree group show, Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm

		

“There Are No Shadows in Black” Master degree show, Gallery Mejan, Stockholm

2016		

“Scholarship Exhibition” The Royal Art Academy, Stockholm

		

“2016 59.3241 18.0828” Gallery Project Room, Helsinki, Finland

2015		

“Fine Art University Selection” Tsukuba Art Museum, Tsukuba, Japan

		

“Seart” Pop up exhibition, Stockholm

		

“Spring Exhibition” Bachelor Degree group show, Konstnärshuset, Stockholm

		

“Exhibiting Painting” Kuva/Tila, Helsinki, Finland

2014		

“Anniversary Exhibition” Gerlesborgsskolan Stockholm

		

“Favorites From the Collections” Prince Eugen’s Waldemarsudde, Stockholm

My works are based on the idea of the painting as
a physical shape. This puts them in between painting and object. They have the form of a painting
but I want to disconnect from only working with a
flat surface. Instead I use the construction and the
material that provides the paint with something to
attach to, such as the frame and the canvas. The
construction itself is what becomes the image

scholarships
2017		

Karin and Gösta Ritters travel grant

		

Nordenfalk / The Royal Art Academy Stockholm

		

Cederström / The Royal Art Academy Stockholm
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Limning
Gelatin, cotton canvas and pine
130 x 150 cm

Sammansättning
Oilpaint and pine
78,5 x 106 cm
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Susan Whitlow
° 1989
Sweden
susan_whitlow@hotmail.com
education
2017		

Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm, Sweden. Master program in Fine Arts. 120 Credits

2015		

Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm, Sweden. Bachelor program in Fine Arts. 180 Credits

2010		

Östra Grevie Folkhögskola, Sweden. Two years of foundation school, focused in painting

2008		

Spyken, Lund, Sweden. Three years of high school. Focus in drawing and form

exhibitions
2017		

Körsbärsgården, Sundre, Gotland, Sweden. “Selected graduating student from Royal 		

		

Institute of Art, Stockholm, 2017”

		

Gävle konstcentrum, Sweden. “Gone Fishing”. Graduating master students,

		

Royal institute of Art, Stockholm

		

Tomteboda Post terminal, Stockholm, Sweden. Graduating masters’ show,

		

Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm

		

Gallery Mejan, Stockholm, Sweden. “Sepialiknande bläckfiskart”. Solo graduating master show.

2016		

Music and Arts, Stockholm, Sweden. Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm

		

Exhibition Laboratory Project Room, Helsingfors (FIN), Royal institute of Art, Stockholm. 		

		

Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm, Sweden. “Rundgång”

2015		

Körsbärsgården, Sundre, Gotland, Sweden. “Selected graduating student from Royal 		

		

Institute of Art, Stockholm, 2015”
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Own will moves water-like colour in water. In focus, water gives the material physicality. Shades
in drowned, damp and dry paper. Wetness turns
into possibilities and impossibilities of colour movements. The thin layer of water turns paper into
physical colour. Activity and passivity as a painting
method - a giving and taking with trust.
The paintings are with an inner self-seeing created
to an outer view. Perception runs through the arm
and out to the brush. Ink, paint and water, fall with
sensitivity.
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Summer Sale
Ink on paper
450 x 260 cm

The Tree
Acrylic colour on paper
450 x 260 cm
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Into the future…
The star of this year´s 57. Venice Biennial 2017, Anne Imhof, has graduated from higher art education in 2012. In only five
years her career moved from being an art student to represent her country, Germany, at the biennial. On top of that the
international jury awarded her with the highest distinction, the Golden Lion. This is a steep development in a very short
time.
Should we, at the BA Fine Arts, take a close look at her work and adjust our teaching in the direction of such performative
installations? Maybe this would lead graduates to similar success? That would be a wrong conclusion. If our teaching only
reflects on what is currently en vogue and fashionable, we would continu¬ously dangle after what is regarded successful.
Instead we need to aim for what will get atten¬tion in five to ten years, in the future. We should not just follow the art
forms and attitudes which are selected to be presented now. We need to look ahead. We need to support students to
shape an unknown future, their future.
In the BA Fine Arts programme of the KABK we emphasise the critical awareness of artists as individuals and as contributors to the field and our societies. Encapsulation, art as therapy, closing off from external influences, art as bohemian

Koninklijke Academie van
Beeldende Kunsten Den Haag

attitude, art as a string of short-lived ideas, art as self-fulfilment, art as a set of purely manual techniques: these are
unfortunate tendencies which can be observed among students at many art schools today. In the public perception the
role of art is seen as a profitable endeavour born from crazy ideas. News about high prices and huge profit mar¬gins

Christian Borchsenius Thomsen
Julien Guettab
Judith Pool
Gitte Svenden

have distorted the image of the art market and with this the view on the life of the majority of artists. When the image
of art and artists has such a self-indulging tone, it becomes difficult to argue for public necessity and responsibility.
We will need to design art education in order to counteract. How can we emphasise “inde¬pendence” as a skill, which
draws individual conclusions from knowledge and experience? How can we embed “experience” into our cur¬riculum
as an open mind for the societies and cultures around us? How can we explain, that “independence” is a requirement to
thoroughly observe the world, to reflect upon it and to propose change? How can we create enthusi¬asm for the arts as
an “intellectual” endeavour, born out of the closest possible link between making and thinking? How can we clarify how
art contributes to all our lives: as knowledge, as critical injection, as remembrance and interrogator of values in past and
future and at the same time as pleasure and joy? How can we enable students to imagine and build the future: their own
and that of our world? How can we build the confidence that artists have a lot to say and that their contribution should
be rewarded rather than subsidised?
All this has guided our teaching in the past years and will guide us in the future. Now a group of young artists leaves
KABK with a Bachelor of Art. We have tried our best to get them ready for their next move. Some might start their life
as artists right away, others might move on to obtain a master, maybe later even a PhD. And maybe we will meet some
of them at an international biennial as influential artists in five to ten years. But we hope that all of them take their role as
artists seriously and make the best out of it: for themselves, for the arts and for the future of our world.
Klaus Jung Head of the Bachelor Fine Arts
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Christian Borchsenius Thomsen
° 1993
Denmark
fjorsk999@googlemail.com

education
2014 - 2017

KABK, Royal Academy of Art, den Haag, NL, BA Hons in Fine Art

2013 - 2014

Attended Freie Kunstwerkstatt Munich

exhibitions
2017		

Best of Graduates 2017 in Gallerie Ron Mandos Amsterdam

		

‘Tough Love’ KABK Fine Arts Graduation Show Den Haag NL

2016		

Crystal Maze” Group show December, Den Haag, NL

		

Haimhauser Art, Video Installation, Dachau, DE

2015 - 2016

Gen-IE Art, Amsterdam, NL

Sharp and blunt, serious and playful, genuine and
dubious, tight and loose, sober and drunk. My study of Alchemy and magic lead to paintings about
the opposites. One half cannot survive without
the other. We need our shadow.
I choose symbols to represent a narrative which I
also perceive within myself. The Fool is the beginning of the journey. Blind trust, he knows nothing
therefore fears nothing and has everything yet to
learn. I want to be the Fool.

I was born to Danish parents in Oxford and grew up in Bavaria. I like to paint, perform and produce music.
Thats how I like to communicate with the world.
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‘The Fools are Loose’ / ‘The Fool’
Pvc Plastics, Silkscreen, Airbrush, Ink
180 x 200 cm - 30 x 40 cm

‘Iron Heinrich’
Lacquer, Oil paint, Silkscreen, Ink, Airbrush on Canvas
200 x 220 cm
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Julien Guettab
° 1992
France
julienguettab@gmail.com

education
2014 - 2017

Bachelor at KABK in The Hague2013 - 2014

2013 - 2014

Propaedeutic year at Gerrit Rietveld Academie in Amsterdam

exhibitions
2017		

Arty Party, Melkweg, Amsterdam, NL

		

KABK Graduation Show in The Hague NL

2016		

Crystal Maze exhibition in The Hague NL

		

Collective exhibition in WORM-UBIK Rotterdam NL

		

For I know the plans I have for you NEST Gallery in The Hague NL
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My drawings represent fragmented bodies and
separate objects that are distinct from each other
but become one artwork at the end.
Those heterogeneous elements have their own
story and are coming from different environments
but gather in order to create a new material.
This process is similar to alchemy where the alchemists try to create the philosopher’s stone by mixing different components. Through mixing and experimenting with my components, I explore our
reality and narrate beautiful stories. Through my
artwork I try to question the human being as a
product from the culture and as a product from
nature. Everybody is a Collage.
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Brève Histoire d’ une lente descente en enfer
Watercolor,Ink and pencil on paper
25 x 32,5 cm

Short story of a slow descent into hell
Watercolor,Ink and pencil on paper
50 x 65 cm & 25 x 32,5 cm
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Judith Pool
° 1991
The Netherlands
judithpool@hotmail.com

education
2012 - 2017

Royal Academy of Art (KABK), Den Haag, Bachelor Painting

exhibitions
2017		

Tough Love, KABK, Den Haag

2016		

Crystal Maze, Komeetweg, Den Haag

2015		

More Than Eleven Less Than Thirteen, Academie Minerva, Groningen

2014		

Creation of Zeef Teef, a company that offers screen printing services and

		

workshops to companies, artists and others

2012		

Het Slachthuis Group Exhibition, Slachthuis, Haarlem
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When I pick subjects to work with it is not a very
conscious choice. Most of the time I just get surprised by a funny form or a suddenly beautiful
object in my surroundings. Later on I recognize
a pattern that was not that obvious to me before. The different shapes and subjects often rhyme
with each other even though they don’t have a
specific connection. I like this.
Often I question the reason of painting in today’s
world. Perhaps the world is not able to look at a
painting anymore. In this time we are used to TV
screens and moving images, very quick we get our
gratification, but we don’t train our eye for details
anymore. Often we overlook a lot of funny or pretty things because we are so used of seeing them.
As a painter I like to use these things as a starting
point for my work.
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Ik doe een gok
Acrylic and oil on canvas
240 x 200 cm

Stoeptegels
Acrylic and oil on canvas
120 x 150 cm
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Gitte Svendsen
° 1955
Denmark
gogs_valby@yahoo.dk

education
2014 - 2017

BFA, Royal Academy of Art, The Hague

2012 - 2014

Artschool Spektrum v. Ingela Skytte and Thomas Skytte

exhibitions
2017		

‘Open Day’, Group exhibition, KABK, The Hague

		

‘Pitch the Glitch’, Gallery North, Group exhibition, Copenhagen

2016		

‘Spring Not Summer’, Group exhibition, Gallery Quartair, The Hague

2014		

Gallery North, Group exhibition, Copenhagen

Kunstnernes Efterårsudstilling, Den Frie, Copenhagen
Kunstnernes Påskeudstilling, Kunsthal Aarhus, 8000 Aarhus C
2013		

Kunstnernes Sommerudstilling, Janusbygningen, Tistrup

Object #4.4 is part of the installation MindMap #4 - my graduation project at KABK.
I work in the intersection of painting, sculpture and installation trying to cross their borders and unite them at
the same time.
I approach painting in different ways: painted walls, tufted carpets and 3D paintings which can be experienced by themselves or as part of bigger installations.
Colors of the city found in neon lights, billboards and shiny cars, bright plastic wrapping of cleaning products
and building materials also spark my inspiration.The structure of this painting is inspired by the structure of a
city map.

Object #4.4
Cotten, acryl, lined
180 x 250 cm
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History
of

An Introduction to KoMASK vzw
18th century
In 1786, on the eve of the French Revolution, Balthasar Paul
Ommeganck, Hendrik Frans de Cort and some other ‘fellows
in the arts’, came together in Antwerp and formed a fellowship
of artists. A few years later, in 1788, this fellowship wrote down
the articles for an association, “De Konstenmaetschappye” (The
Arts Society), which was shortly thereafter founded. These megalomaniac artists, dreaming of restoring the once important
age of Rubens, did not assume for a moment that their association would make history. The eighteenth century art scene could
not have known that art in the next century would become more
important in society than ever before. Art would shift to the centre of social life.
19th century
The association, initially founded for purely artistic issues by artists, changed socially and became of social importance in the
beginning of the 19th century, after the admission of members
belonging to the bourgeoisie. Accordingly the association renamed itself “Maetschappij ter Ondersteuning van de Schoone
Kunsten” (Society in Behalf of the Fine Arts).
This new impetus came from B.P. Ommeganck and Willem
Jacob Herreyns, the latter founded in 1772 the Academy of Arts
in Malines. The official articles of 1816, in which bourgeoisie and
artists made a social pact, defined the association’s actions during the entire 19th century. In 1817 the association is allowed to
add the title Royal to its name because of its firmness in retrieving the art treasures stolen from Flanders by Napoleon. These
were taken out of the Louvre with the help of Prussian soldiers.
The retrieved works of art were brought together in a new founded museum. Florent Van Ertborn, an aristocrat and Chairman
of the association between 1820 and 1826, donated by testament his collection of Flemish Primitives to this museum. The
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Balthasar Paul Ommeganck,
founder of the association “De
Konstenmaetschappye”
(the Arts Society)”

association grew swiftly, this partly due to the rise of nationalism
and the search for the roots of the young Belgian nation. This
was expressed in the aspiration to emulate the art historical past.
In this period triennial ‘Salons’ were established, which alternately took place in three cities. From 1830 to the end of the century, these exhibitions remained the only official Belgian exhibitions. In 1840, and from then on, the salons began working
together with artistic correspondents who recruited artists all
over Europe (Düsseldorf, Vienna, Rotterdam, Bremen, Hamburg,
Munich, Prague et cetera). In 1860 St. Petersburg and New York
were added to the list.
The distribution of power in the association drifted between artists and patrons. De arts in the 19th century were obviously and
increasingly committed to the experience of more quality, but
together with this evolution the artist began to deploy himself
more and more freely towards society. Starting from a kind of
opposition towards society, the progressive artist began adding
something pictorial to the political struggle. ‘Individualism’ was
born. In the 19th century it came to sporadic clashes in the association between the artists and the patrons, who were mostly
conservative and not inclined to innovation. Whereas the activities at the beginning of the century were encouraged, were
impelled by the romantic school, the power stayed in the same
hands, in spite off the artistic and social innovations of the time.
Bypassed by history, those in charge of the association were
considered as artistic conservatives. Moreover there was a controversy in the press that lasted until the last decade of the century until ultimately society and the association opened itself for
innovating art movements. This fact was also noticeable in the
“Prix de Rome”, wich was organized by the association, with involvement from society personalities.
This opening of the association to innovating art movements
took place under the chairmanship of Arthur Van den Nest, an
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alderman of Antwerp and MP. Also In the 19th century the association cofounded the “Antwerp Museum of Fine Arts”, increased the collection of this new museum and assisted in the relocation of the museum in 1890 to the neighbourhood “South”, its
present location in Antwerp.
20th Century
During the twentieth century, which is divided by two world wars
in three periods, the association placed itself in the field of art
mediation. Artworks were purchased to complement the museum collections (“Crazy Violence” by Rik Wouters, “Citizens of
Calais” by Rodin, “the Dock Worker” by Constantin Meunier, ...).
“Baron Gustaaf Wappers, most
important Romantic Belgian
painter, who was the association’s
artistic Chairman from 1844 to
1853”

“The long hall in the Royal Academy of
Fine Arts Antwerp”

The artist’s core of the association furthermore advised leading
members of the Antwerp bourgeoisie in the set up and enlargement of their collections. In this way many upcoming artists were
helped in the development of their careers. During the interwar
period the articles of association were adapted to modern legislation. In 1936 it was decided to alter the association in to a
non-profit association with shareholders. All the notables of that
time sat on the Board of Directors. It was probably then the most
prestigious assembly of its time.
Cléomir Jussiant, an important art collector and patron, was president from 1938 to 1957 and he was able to give the association a dominant character in the perception of art in the city of
Antwerp. After World War II the Belgian economy was so shaken
up that the association could no longer maintain the monopoly
it held previously. Meritocracy brought a new class to power that
wanted to explore new cultural horizons. Several new patronage
associations made an entrance. At that time the RSEFA was no
longer active nationwide or abroad. The last ‘salon’ was held
in 1951 and from then on only retrospectives were organized.
The art world was globalizing, but the non–profit association as
such didn’t respond to this change. The individual freedom of
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“Purchase of “Crazy Violence”
(1912) by Rik Wouters . The work
of art was donated to the Royal
Museum of Fine Arts

the artist increased and this freedom became proportionally, socially threatening to the bourgeoisie. The shareholders kept their
grip on the activity of the association, which made its influence
wane further. The association subsidized the travels of upcoming
artists and kept on buying, but limited, works made by young
people.
In 1976, the association organized a retrospective and became involved in a new non-profit association to support the
Academy (Royal Academy of Fine Arts Antwerp), called “VrikA”
or “Vriendenkring (the Academy’s Circle of Friends). In this way
the association gave financial support to the social action of this
subsidiary undertaking.
In 1995 (after the death of L. Gyselinck) a notary wanted to abrogate the association, but the file ended up on the desk of the
newly appointed director of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts
Antwerp, Bart’d Eyckermans, who refused to sign the dissolution
of the association. He obtained the admission of a new member
into the association, Dr. Guido Persoons, and convinced a jurist,
Dr. Jan Verwijver, who was the secretary of the association between 1961 and 1972, to give anew his backing to the association.
The association was adapted to the latest legislation concerning
non-profit associations and the official articles were rewritten.
An action plan for the association to give it a new start towards
the 21st century was implemented.
21st Century
The association attached itself to the Royal Museum of Fine
Arts Antwerp and now there are competitions organized annually to encourage young artists. Today, in the second decade of this century, the focusing on national and international
cultural activities is reactivated. The Royal Art Academies of
Belgium (Brussels, Liege and Antwerp) and royal academies of
art abroad, such as Copenhagen, Helsinki, London, Madrid and
Stockholm, work together in organizing an international contest
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to encourage and promote young artists, whose works
are judged by an international jury of curators and artists.
This inter-academic contest is organized annually and so
reinstated the association back into its former position
as a national and international promoter of the fine arts.
www.komask.be · www.komask.org

“The Dock Worker”, by
Constantin Meunier, 1885,
was bought and donated

In the last decade a lot of young artists got an award from KoMASK vzw

to the Royal Museum of
Fine arts Antwerp”

L. Theo van Looij
Director of the Royal
Academy of Fine Arts
Antwerp from 1980 to
1988

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017

Nele Vanthomme award Portrait
Maarten Mangelschots award XL
Zane Zlemesa Award Human Figure
Sarah Philips Award Urzua 2013
Rafaël Rodriguez award Urzua 2014
Jan Gordts award Looijmans 2014
Maaike Blok award Masters Salon 2014
Henri Ardui award Looijmans 2015
Ben Sledsens award Masters Salon 2015
Petra Everaert award Urzua 2015
Jolijn Baeckelandt Masters Salon Painting Laureaat 2016
Iisa Maaranen Masters Salon Painting Eervolle vermelding 2016
Helena Greefs award Urzua 2016
Julio Varela award Peto 2016
Maximiliaan Rittler award Looijmans 2016
Lieke Koopman en Sofie Bedu award Looijmans 2017
Valentin Capony Masters Printmaking Laureaat 2017
Mélanie Géray Masters Printmaking Eervolle vermelding 2017
Blandine Cuisin Masters Printmaking Eervolle vermelding 2017
Jiayi Wang en Peter De Boeck award Urzua 2017

THE MEMBERS OF THE JURY 2016
Flor Bex			
Adriaan Raemdonck		
Fred Bervoets 			
Patrick Murphy			
Juan Cruz			
André Goezu			
Herwig Toth			
Stefan Reiss			

Honorary director MuhkA
Chairman Association of European Gallery Owners
Painter, Graphicist, Illustrator
Director of the Royal Hiberinian Academy of Dublin
Director of the Royal College of London
Parisian artist, Member of the Royal Academy of Sciences and Fine Arts Belgium
Curator modern art museum Antwerp
Berlin artist, member of the Royal Association of London

Bart’d Eyckermans 		
Lou Gils and Peter Bosteels

Chairman
Secretaries

Jury Masters Salon Painting 2017: 19th October 2017

KoMASK Prize Masters Salon Painting 2016
Jolijn Baeckelandt - KASK Ghent-Belgium

Honorable mention KoMASK Masters Salon Painting 2016
Iisa Maaranen - University of the Arts Helsinki - Finland
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Special thanks to our structural sponsors

Word of thanks
A non-profit organization can only function by its partners and members who devote themselves unselfishly to the project. Without the continuous commitment of Peter Bosteels and Lou Gils (both lecturers at the Royal academy of Fine Arts Antwerp) and Gabina De Paepe (Assistant of the Dean), responsible for the practical organization and the construction of the exhibition, this would not have been possible.
I also like to express my gratitude to the representatives of the various academies Stephan Balleux (Académie
des Beaux-Arts de Bruxelles), Pia Linz (Weißensee Kunsthochschule Berlin), Lea Kyndrup ( Det Kongelige
Danske Kunstakademi), Pieter Mathijsen (KASK Gent), Anni Anttonen (Kuvataideakatemia Helsinki), André
Delalleau (Académie des Beaux-Arts de Liège), Margarita Maria Gonzalez Vazquez (Universidad Complutense
Bellas Artes de Madrid), Valeriana Berchicci (Accademia di Belle Arti di Roma), Filippa Arrias ( Kungliga
Konsthögskolan Stockholm), Martijn Verhoeven (Koninklijke Academie van Beeldende kunsten Den Haag)..
The following deans of the participating academies deserve a word of thanks for their support of this project:
Eric Ubben (Antwerp), Leonie Baumann (Berlin), Sanne Kofod Olsen (Copenhagen), Wim De Temmerman
(Ghent), Daphné de Hemptinne (Brussels), Jari Perkiömäki (Helsinki), Daniel Sluse (Liège), Elena Blanch
González (Madrid), Tiziana D’Acchille (Rome) and Sigrid Sandström (Stockholm) en Klaus Jung (Den Haag).

Thanks to our partners

President of KoMASK vzw
Bart’d Eyckermans
In Memoriam
Ward Macken
°1946 - † 2017
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Royal Society for the Encouragement of Fine Arts
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